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Designed to offer all of the advantages of our standard tilt and
swivel unit but with the addition of a unique and innovative key
locking function. Incorporating a quick release 3mm thick mild steel
locking arm, this unit offers un-rivalled security, build quality and
ease of use.
Features
Manufactured in robust mild steel
Durable powder coated finish
Quick release mild steel locking arm
Simple to use push lock design
Smooth 60° tilt and 190° swivel action
Dual cable entry options
Flange cover to conceal fixing holes
Screw or adhesive pad fixing options (screws provided)
Supplied fully built for a simple install
Upgradeable in the field with a simple top plate swap
Options
Available keyed alike, keyed to differ and with or without master key facility
Bespoke design service for special requirements
Available in a wall mount version
Different height poles

TO SUIT PAX S300
Installation instructions
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1. Select the desired position for your payment terminal.
2. Place the terminal stand on the countertop and choose whether the unit is best swivelling clockwise or anticlockwise.
3. Position the base plate so that sufficient access can be gained to the terminal by both the customer and
vendor when the unit is swivelled through it’s 190°.
4. With a pencil or felt pen, mark through each hole onto the countertop.
5. If using the screws provided, drill a 2mm pilot hole in the countertop to accept the fixing screws. Please note
that these screws are intended for use when fixing to a wood countertop, other fasteners may be required
when fixing to different types of countertop material. If using the self adhesive pad fixing method, refer to
the separate instruction sheet for use.
6. If the cables are to be fed through the bottom of the base pole then drill a large hole in the countertop to
accept them. This is not necessary if the countertop cable entry is to be used.
7. With the power switched off, feed the cables through the desired base pole entry and up through the top
exit of the pole. Ensure that sufficient cable length is fed through the top of the pole to allow connection to
the terminal.
8. Screw the Termtable down to the countertop.
9. Connect the cables to the payment terminal.
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10. Push the payment terminal into the
cradle plate. Ensure the terminal is
pushed down until all of the rubber
feet touch the cradle plate.
11. Engage the lock arm and push the lock
in to secure the terminal
12. Switch on the terminal power supply.

